
LMS POINTS SYSTEM 
 

Points System 

A.)League Table points: 
 

Winning the match - 6 Points 
Match Tied or Game is rained out - 4 Points 
20% Bonus Point - 2 Points 
Team in full LMS Shirts - 1 Point 
Team in matching coloured Trousers - 1 Point 
Team Forfeits match - 10 points for the Opposition and -1 for the team that forfeits 
If teams are tied on points, the amount of WINS is used as a differentiator, if teams are 
still tied on points the NRR is used as a differentiator.  
Only shirts purchased from shop.lastmanstands.com qualify for the shirt point. 
  
B.) Bonus Points 20% Rule: 
 
Only one team can win the bonus points on offer.  
To receive these bonus points when your team wins the match, you need to win 
by greater than 20%. To receive these bonus points when your team loses the match, 
you need to lose by 20% or less. 
How does the system calculate this? 
If the winning team bats first and restricts the opposition's score to at least 20% less 
than their score, the winning team will be awarded the bonus points.For Example - 
Team A Bats first and scores 100 and they restrict Team B to 79 in their innings. Team 
A will receive the bonus points. If Team B scores 80 runs or more they will be awarded 
the bonus points.  
or 
If the winning team bats seconds and chases down the target with more than 20% of 
the innings remaining they will be awarded the bonus points. In a traditional LMS game 
the target will need to be achieved on or before 15.4 overs. 
 
 



C.) Clothing Bonus Points: 
 
There will be two clothing bonus points available, one for the entire team wearing 
matching official Last Man Stands shirts, and one for wearing the same coloured 
trousers or shorts (The colour of the trousers/shorts do not need to match shirts colour). 
If a team does not have the official LMS shirts, then they do not qualify for the trousers 
points.  
All 8 players must be in uniform for bonus points to apply. 
The umpire's decision is final. 
Only shirts purchased from shop.lastmanstands.com will qualify for the Shirt point. 
  

These  Last Man Stands rules ©, are subject to copyright since 2005, are the official 
rules for Last Man Stands ® ™ as developed by LMS Global and may be changed at 
LMS Global's discretion. 
  
Over and above this Last Man Stands ® ™   is a registered trademark of LMS Global. 

 
 
 


